
The Replacement CEO 
 

So imagine being replaced/fired/asked to step down after you have grown your 
startup to its next level of financing, your startup is doing externally well, and your 
product is ready for full-scale development.  I compare this to when Bill Belichick 
told Drew Bledsoe yes you won us plenty of games and a few conference 
championships, but because of your limits we would like to go with the other 
person named Tom Brady.  This scenario is almost the norm for founder-CEOs.  
The shelve life of a founder turned CEO is bleak, the percentage of startups still 
being led by the founder-CEO decreases with each round of financing.  With 
the 1st round of financing, 75 percent of founders are still the CEO, by the third 
round of financing 48 percent of founders still hold the CEO title (Wasserman, 
2012).  So why would anyone want to give up the reign of their startup after 
pouring so much sweat blood and tears into it?  Well, to move into that next 
stage of progression for the startup it most likely will need funding.  When angel 
investors and venture capitalist become board members, one of their go-to 
moves is to replace the founder-CEO with someone that can have the 
experience to handle the complexities of a developing company.  Wasserman 
(2012) states that 75 percent of CEO changes are initiated by the board of 
directors or by another party. 

So when can a founder-CEO start asking questions and building up his resume 
for his next gig?  Founder-CEO replacements are more likely among the worst- 
and best-performing firms (Chen & Thompson, 2012).  So if founder-CEOs do 
badly, they are replaced, but the interesting paradox is that when founder-
CEOs do well, that also increases the chances that they are going to be 
replaced (Roberts, 2005).  Therefore, the moral of the story is that if your startup is 
in the middle of the pack you probably will not be replaced.  However, I will 
delve into the likely situation where the founder-CEO is replaced after a startup 
moves out of the developmental stage and ready to start selling, marketing, 
and providing customer support.  The founder-CEO in most situations do not 
have the expertise to deal with running a major company in which their startup 
is developing into.  These changes in the dynamics growth of the startup are 



why board members want someone to take the company from just making the 
playoffs to winning Super Bowls.   

It is never a smooth transition whenever you replace a figurehead in any 
company.  So imagine replacing the founder-CEO and dealing with the initial 
hiring’s that are most likely close with the founder.  Replacing the founder-CEO 
usually adds two more complexities to the problems that the startup has to 
handle.  Wasserman (2012) brings to light these two issues: first, the new CEO is 
being hired specifically to make dramatic changes in a fast-paced 
environment, which both denies him or her the luxury of taking a long time to 
get to know the organization and its people and also makes resistance more 
likely.  Second, the replaced founder-CEO, in many cases already disillusioned 
with the change, is usually kept on in a prominent position.   

There is an interesting point in the replacement of the founder-CEO, and that is 
this change does not always guarantee success.  Chen and Thompson (2012) 
points out that replacement of the founder-CEO was not unambiguously 
associated with better subsequent performance.  One the one hand, firms that 
replaced the founder as CEO were more likely to fail while on the other hand 
the surviving firms among them grew faster.  We also found that the marginal 
‘effect’ of initial sales on future sales among surviving firms was much stronger 
among firms that did not experience founder-CEO replacement (Chen & 
Thompson, 2012).  
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